The Program for the 163rd Meeting of
the Linguistic Society of Japan
President
Director (LSJ)

Naoki FUKUI
Fuyuki EBATA

Dates: November 20−21, Sat.−Sun., 2021
Venue: Online (Zoom and oVice)
E-mail: lsj@nacos.com (Except during the conference period. Contact information during the conference period
will be available at later date.)
* Please register and pay the registration fee in advance through online registration system. Please click here to
access the online registration system. The deadline of online registration is Nov. 14 (Sun.). Only the registrants
will be able to access the Zoom meeting IDs and the oVice URL.
* The symposium will be available on both Zoom (Webinar) and YouTube (live streaming, open access). The
recordings of oral presentations and workshops will be available only to registered participants for one week after
the conference.
― The day before the conference ―
15:00–17:00

Council Committee (Council members only. Please consult the information in the letter for details.)
― Day 1 ―

10:20–15:50

Oral presentations (Zoom)

16:00–17:00

Poster presentations（oVice）

17:00–19:00

Reception（oVice）
― Day 2 ―

9:40–11:40

Workshops (Zoom)

12:20–13:00

LSJ President’s address, Award ceremony, General Meeting (Zoom)

13:00–14:00

LSJ President’s inaugural lecture: Naoki FUKUI “Japanese-English Comparative Syntax and the
Theory of “Parameters” ”

14:15–17:15

Special Symposium (co-organized with the United Associations of Language Studies)
“Developing and Using Linguistic Databases: Problems and Prospects”
Organizers: Hiroki NARITA (Tokai University), Ayaka SUGAWARA (Waseda University), Mafuyu
KITAHARA (Sophia University)
Panelists and the topics:
Yohei OSEKI (University of Tokyo) “Development and application of an acceptability judgment
archive”
Discussant: Ayumi UEYAMA (Kyushu University)
Jun NOMURA (Kyoto Women’s University) “Creating and using CHILDES data: What are the roles
of naturalistic studies?”
Discussant: Koji SUGISAKI (Kwansei Gakuin University)
Nobuko KIBE (NINJAL) “Construction and utilization of Corpus of Japanese Dialects (COJADS):
The possibility of parallel speech corpus”
Discussant: Izumi KONISHI (University of Tokyo)
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■Oral Presentations (Saturday, November 20 10:20–15:50)
Session A
Chairs: [1−3] Ryo MATSUMOTO,
[4−5] Joungmin KIM, [6−7] Motomichi WAKASA

Session B
Chairs: [1−3] Satoko SHIRAI,
[4−5] Toshio MATSUURA, [6−7] Akio, NASU

[A-1] Yuto HISHIYAMA
[B-1] Nobuharu SATO
10:20−10:50 On the case forms of nouns and pronouns followed by
The case of the intransitive subject in Bonan
the Chuvash postposition "valli"
[A-2] Norikazu KOGURA, Arzhaana SYURYUN
[B-2] Keita KURABE
11:00−11:30 On the functions of evidential markers in Tuvan
Grammaticalization cline in Jinghpaw
narrative texts
[A-3] Masato YAMAZAKI
[B-3] Noboru YOSHIOKA
11:40−12:10 The numerical telicity of the instrumental suffix in Noun modification by verbs and 'finite verbs' in
written Manchu
Domaaki
12:10−13:20

（Break）

（Break）

[A-4] Shinsuke HIDAKA
[B-4] Shun NAKAMOTO
Differences between the auxiliary verbs tur- "to
13:20−13:50
What is a contour tone? From Ayautla Mazatec
stand" / yot- "to lie down" / yur- "to move" / o'tir- "to
contour tones
sit" in Uzbek
14:00−14:30
14:30−14:40

[B-5] Moe KITAMURA
Umlaut in a semi-speaker of Jerusalem Domari

[A-5] Jakshylyk AKMATALIEVA
The inchoative auxiliary verbs in Kyrgyz
（Break）

（Break）

[A-6] Tariq Hussain HAKAMI
The different point of apology language behavior [B-6] Akiko TAKEMURA, Thomas PELLARD
14:40−15:10 between native speakers of Japanese and Arabic Is Standard Japanese a two-pattern accent system? An
―Focusing on the semantic formulae of the information-theoretical perspective
apologizer and the addressee―
[B-7] Sakuya KUWABARA, Risa MATSUBARA
[A-7] Taku KUMAKIRI
15:20−15:50 The reality status and the development of two The relation between the accentual phrase and the
lexical stratum to which a second element belongs in
particles negative in Arabic dialects
Japanese compound

Session C
Chairs: [1−3] Daisuke SHINAGAWA,
[4−5] Reijirou SHIBASAKI, [6−7] Yo MATSUMOTO

Session D
Chairs: [1−2] Tomohide KINUHATA,
[4−5] Osamu SAWADA, [6] Kunihiko KUROKI

[C-1] Yuko MOROKUMA
[D-1] Zicheng XU
10:20−10:50 On the two venitives in Ayacucho Quechua: verb Universal disjunction, distributive inferences, and the
hamu and verbal suffix -mu
theory of scalar implicatures
[C-2] Mitsuya SASAKI
[D-2] Ai KUBOTA
11:00−11:30 "Free word order" revisited: Insights from Nahuatl The distribution of "karatoitte" (just because) and its
and Spanish
semantic/pragmatic function
[C-3] Junji YAMABE
11:40−12:10 Odia constructions in which the effect of the identical
case constraint is { absent | present | strong }
12:10−13:20
13:20−13:50

（Break）

（Break）

[C-4] Sakura ISHIKAWA
The polysemy analysis of Bengali verb pôṛa

[D-4] Kenta MIZUTANI, Eri TANAKA
Reconsidering yori-comparatives

[C-5] Nozomi ODA
[D-5] Atsushi OHO
14:00−14:30 The polysemous structure of the XX construction: the
Two kinds of numeral classifiers in Japanese
case of nouns
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14:30−14:40

（Break）

（Break）

[C-6] Yu WANG
[D-6] Michinori SHIMOJI
14:40−15:10 Categorical structure and acquisition of the cutting Clusivity in the Jana dialect of Nakijin Okinawan
and breaking verb kiru
(Northern Ryukyuan)
[C-7] Yiting CHEN
15:20−15:50 Purposive subjective motion expressions and the
stress feature of verbs: A related-event approach

Session E
Session F
Chairs: [1−3] Masaki SANO,
Chairs: [3] Hidehito HOSHI,
[4−5] Koichi OTAKI, [6−7] David Yoshikazu OSHIMA [4−5] Kiyoko YONEYAMA, [6−7] Masayuki ASAHARA
[E-1] Koki NAKANO
10:20−10:50 Copula and CP-argument ellipsis in Japanese
sluicing-like constructions
11:00−11:30

[E-2] Daiki MATSUMOTO
Sluicing derives from the in-situ focus

[E-3] Kazushige MORIYAMA
[F-3] Takuya HASEGAWA
The
split
CP
structure
in
Japanese
and
the
11:40−12:10
Distributed morphology and V-N-type two-character
complement selection of the sentence-final particle
Sino-Japanese verbal nouns
wa
12:10−13:20

（Break）

（Break）

[E-4] Naoki NAKAMURA
[F-4] Yusuke SUGAYA
13:20−13:50 Biclausal approach to extraposition from unergative A visual-world eye-tracking study on the cognitive
subject in English
processing for demonstratives in Japanese
[E-5] Motoki NAKAJIMA, Miyuki NOJI
14:00−14:30 The effect of input data on the L2 acquisition of
alternating unaccusative verbs
14:30−14:40

（Break）

[F-5] Risa MATSUBARA
Asymmetry in phonological priming between onreading kanji and kun-reading kanji in sentence
processing
（Break）

[E-6] Miki HIRATA, Wenteng ZHAO, Douglas
Henrique de OLIVEIRA PAIVA
[F-6] Atsushi YUHAKU, Yoko NAKANO
14:40−15:10 Why do demonstratives always form systems within Similarity-based interference and prominence of
languages with several alternative forms and syntactic retrieval cues
categories?
[E-7] Kenta SHIMA
[F-7] Toshiyuki YAMADA
15:20−15:50 A corpus study on the differences between the Why Japanese EFL learners suffer from 3rd-personChinese associative plural expressions "PN-men" and
singular -s: The grammatical-illusion perspective
"PN ta-men"
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■Poster Presentations (Saturday, November 20 16:00–17:00)
[P-1] Maelys SALINGRE
The structure of Japanese reduplicated compounds: insights from apophony
[P-2] Yasuhiro YAMAKOSHI
Is "finite-verb"-ification of participle in Buryat only a unidirectional change?: "Neutralization" between
finite verbs and participles in main clause predicates
16:00–17:00

[P-3] Mana MIYAZAKI, Naho ORITA, Daiko TAKAHASHI
Restrictions on first person null objects in Japanese --Quantitative corpus analysis-[P-4] Satomi ITO, Yihuan WANG
On the issue-dispelling effects of Chinese conditional questions
[P-5] Kaori MIURA
Japanese psychological adverbs in the scope-based theory of adverb licensing

■Workshops (Sunday, November 21 9:40–11:40)
[W-1] Evaluative meaning and grammatical phenomena
Organizer/Chair: Ryoichi TSUTSUMI
[W-1-1] Repetitive observation and evaluative meaning
9:40–11:40

[W-1-2] Plurality and evaluative meaning

Motoki OE
Takanori IWAO

[W-1-3] Definiteness, specificity and evaluative meaning

Ryoichi TSUTSUMI

[W-1-4] Not-to-declare and evaluative meaning

Hideki NISHIMURA

[W-2] Discovery and preservation of endangered linguistic-data
Chairs: Shigehiro KATO, Hirosi NAKAGAWA Commentators: Asako SHIOHARA, Nobuko YONEDA
[W-2-1] The point of this workshop

Shigehiro KATO

[W-2-2] Digitizing and archiving buried data: application to Khoisan and
Ryukyuan
9:40–11:40

[W-2-3] Utilization of field data archives: a potential use in excavation studies

Kanji KATO
Kimihiko KIMURA

[W-2-4] Endangered Formosan language materials collected by Prof. Shigeru
Tsuchida

Asako SHIOHARA

[W-2-5] Yukawa's data: Parallel data for over 120 Bantu languages

Nobuko YONEDA

[W-2-6] Linguistic archive of Khoisan conversation: Sugawara’s data

Hirosi NAKAGAWA,
Kanji KATO,
Kimihiko KIMURA

[W-3] A comprehensive approach to the formation of Japonic languages ―From the three perspectives of
continental Japanese, Hachijo-type substratum, and the accent distribution and function―
Organizer/Chair: Shinjiro KAZAMA Commentator: Naruya SAITO
9:40–11:40

[W-3-1] Language contact in the Korean peninsular and continental Japonic
languages
[W-3-2] Hachijo-type substratum and the layering of Japonic languages
[W-3-3] The history of Japonic languages from the viewpoint of accent distribution
and function
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Hideto ITO
Shinjiro KAZAMA
Tatsuya HIRAKO

[W-4] Argument realization and locus of meaning: Theoretical approaches to peripheral constructions
Organizer/Chair: Yile YU

9:40–11:40

[W-4-1] On syntactic nominalization and argument structure in Japanese

Takeshi USUKI

[W-4-2] Non-canonical argument realization in English: A case study of location
subject constructions

Kazuya KUDO

[W-4-3] Non-canonical argument realization in Chinese: Why we can say ‘The
marathon ran 20 km.’?

Yile YU

[W-4-4] Non-canonical argument realization in Hungarian: Where does
"numbness" come from?

Kiyoko EGUCHI

[W-5] The semantics and formal features of clause linking in Altaic-type languages
Organizer: Heekyung CHAE Chair: Yohei YAMADA
9:40–11:40

Commentator: Noboru YOSHIOKA

[W-5-1] The verbal suffix -xAAr in Mongolian
[W-5-2] The clause linking of temporal succession in Uzbek
[W-5-3] The semantics and formal features of clause linking in Nivkh

Yohei YAMADA
Shinsuke HIDAKA
Heekyung CHAE

[W-6] Prosodic phenomena in interrogative and indefinite expressions in Japonic languages: typological
and diachronic perspectives
Organizer: Kumiko SATO Chair: Hayato AOI Commentator: Yosuke IGARASHI
9:40–11:40

[W-6-1] Proposal of a typological framework for the prosodic phenomena in
interrogative and indefinite expressions in Japonic languages

Kumiko SATO

[W-6-2] Tone class alternation in interrogative and indefinite expressions in
southern Ryukyuan Miyako

Kenan CELIK

[W-6-3] Diachronic perspectives on the prosodic phenomena in interrogative and
indefinite expressions in Japonic languages

Kohei NAKAZAWA

Announcements
Access to Zoom/oVice
Please prepare the necessary equipment and environment (webcam, PC/tablet, microphone/earphones, internet
connection) for Zoom/oVice by yourself.

Participation Fee
To participate in the conference, you need to register in advance. The registration fee is 2,000 yen for general members,
1,000 yen for student members, 3,000 yen for non-general members, and 2,000 yen for student non-members. Please
click the following link to access the online registration system.
https://orsam.jp/lsj163/login
The deadline of the online registration is November 14 (Sun.). Please register as soon as possible. Instructions for
accessing the conference on Zoom will be sent to those who have pre-registered and paid the registration fee. We plan
to send it three days before the conference.

Participation certificate
You can receive your participation certificate on oVice during the conference days.
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Proceedings
The electronic version of the proceedings (PDF file) will be available for download from the conference website one
week prior to the conference, please download it in advance. Paper copies of the proceedings will not be distributed.

Sign language interpretation
If you need assistance with sign language interpretation or subtitles, please contact the conference office
(lsj@nacos.com) by Oct. 15 (Fri.).

Receptions
The reception will be held on oVice. There is no charge for the reception.

Book Exhibition
The book exhibition will be on the web. The special site of each bookstore will be posted on the conference website.

Back Issues of the Proceedings and Gengo Kenkyu
We will be accepting orders for the Proceedings and back issues of Gengo Kenkyu by mail. If you wish to purchase
them, please check the stock status on the conference website and apply to the conference office.
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Notice from the Secretariat
The Linguistic Society of Japan (LSJ) has established the "Code of Ethics of the Linguistic Society of Japan"
(hereinafter referred to as the "Code of Ethics") as a set of basic ethical principles and philosophies to be relied upon
in research and education in linguistics as well as in the operation of the society, starting in the 2019 academic year.
One of the reasons for the establishment of the Code of Ethics is the harassment incident that occurred at the Summer
Lecture 2018 held in August 2018. As a society, we are determined not to allow such an incident to happen again, so
we drafted a code of ethics in the subcommittee for its establishment, and after discussions in the standing committee
and the board of trustees, we enacted it. The Code of Ethics relates to all activities of the society, including research
conferences. Regardless of whether you are a member of the Linguistic Society of Japan or not, we would like to ask
you to participate in the conference with the understanding that compliance with the Code of Ethics is a condition for
participation in the conference.
Please refer to the website of the Linguistic Society of Japan for the contents of the Code of Ethics.
http://www.ls-japan.org/modules/documents/rules/15.pdf

Notice of the next meeting（Spring meeting, 2022：164th meeting）
Venue：Online
Date ：18 and 19 June, 2022
Symposium, Oral presentations, Poster presentations, Workshops
Call for oral/poster presentations and workshops
Submission via LSJ website
Deadline for abstract submission: 20 March, 2022 (must be arrive by this date)
Notification of acceptance: Mid-April, 2022

Contact
Branch Office of the Linguistic Society of Japan
Shimodachiuri-dori Higashi-iru, Jokyo-ku, Kyoto, 602-8048, Japan
Tel．(075) 415-3661，Fax．(075) 415-3662，E-mail: lsj@nacos.com
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